
How does Marx attach so much importance to economic factors in his examination 

of history? 

 

A pivotal issue, to the question where might history derive a connective relationship, is a 

question of great contention within historical studies.  The elusive nature and character of 

the recount of history in terms of action and interpretation, has always made the subject 

of history, one of, objective and subjective intercourse.  Marx, whilst considering 

economics in the making of history, makes it clear, that there are many elements involved 

in history making.  Such as political forms and reflexes in the struggles of the brains of 

juristic, philosophical theories, religious views and systems of dogma, all of which 

exercise influence on history’s making.  Nevertheless, the economic finally asserts itself 

as necessary.  Marx does however state that economics are not the only element to be 

found within the superstructure.  Marx wrote on the principle value of economics in the 

making of history—going back to his comprehensive and detailed manuscripts written on 

Materialist Conception of History 1844.  Marx also worked with his friend Engles on the 

Communist Manifesto —this early work, a condensed pamphlet on historical materialism 

and the class war of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat stimulated much discourse from 

thinkers.  Such as Engles and his dialectical work as well as Proudhon in his Philosophy 

and Poverty.  In attempting to keep to the question, the use of comparatives will be kept 

under control to ensure the adherence to the specific statement of investigation. 

 

Marx states in some detail in his Pamphlet, The Communist Manifesto, written in 1848 

and revised by Engles in 1888, his complete and unequivocal view, as to the importance 

and nature of economics in the role of man’s interactive reasoning and the resulting 

structures and associations as well as the conflicts resulting from the economic 

intercourse.  Marx starts by looking at the old orders through history and extrapolating 

the social development of the societies and the derivational dynamics and their 

influences.  In looking at the earlier epochs of history, he states, that Orders in the 

gradation of social ranks were prominant.  In Rome, there were Patricians and Knights, 

Plebeians and Slaves.  In the Middle Ages, there were Feudal Lords, Vassals, Guild-

Masters and Journey–Men, Apprentices and Serfs [Marx & Engles 1A.P4] — all of 

whom were subordinate gradations.  These feudal class societies had been set around 
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property ownership as a mode of production.  Where the birth of the bourgeoisie epoch 

differs is in the simplification of the class distinctions. 

 

It is on the background of this view of history that we will look more closely at the 

importance set by Marx on the value of economics in the production of history — the 

forces and associations derived during economic and social interaction.  The key 

statements being considered in the assessment of Marx’s views are: Productive Forces 

(which in Marx’s view, are inherited from former activity, the product of previous 

generations).  Social History, (by which he means the individual development and 

material gains born out of productive forces and activity).  The Relations, (this is were 

the result of productive facilities propagate relationships resulting from the attempt to 

consolidate the gains made from those facilities).  Also, Economic Categories (which for 

Marx, are the abstract expressions given to these relations – which remain only whilst the 

relations remain). 

 

Marx states that assuming particular stages of development in: production, commerce and 

consumption, by looking at these you will see the corresponding organization of the 

family orders or classes, in short the corresponding civil society.  Once you have assumed 

a civil society, you will then see particular political conditions, which are the expression 

of that civil society —“from the official résumé of the official society” [Tucker 137]. 

 

In Marx’s view, productive forces are the basis of all history —and men are not free to 

choose their productive forces.  This is because all productive forces are the product of 

former activity.  The productive forces are therefore the result of practical human energy 

—this energy of man is conditioned by the circumstances by which man’s productive 

forces are already acquired by the social form, which already exist— the product of a 

previous generation.  The previously produced productive forces become the raw material 

for future generations to use in their production.  The coherence arises in the human 

history —and the history of humanity takes shape.  The results of this coming together of 

productive forces, in tern, produce the development of social relations. 
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Hence, the social history of man, is never anything, but the history of their individual 

development whether they are conscious or not.  Their material relations are the bases of 

all their relations.  Their material relations are the necessary forms in which there 

material and individual activity is realized.  Men do not relinquish their gains from social 

form (social form being the inherited position acquired) and the acquired productive 

forces.  Nevertheless, they are forced by the nature of the development of commerce to 

change their productive forces when they do not correspond with commercial 

development.  This is the only way that their fruits of civilization can be kept. 

 

The institutions of guilds and corporations the regulatory regime of the Middle Ages 

were the social relations that corresponded to the acquired productive forces and the 

social condition which had previously existed and from which these institutions had 

arisen.  The regime through regulation protects the collection of capital, in over –seas 

trade and the colonies were founded.  These fruits gathered from the social relations were 

to be threatened by the social revolts of 1640 and 1688 respectively.  The old orders of 

political expression and the civil society were destroyed in England.  So exposing the 

transitory and historical nature of the economic forms of: production, consumption and 

exchange. 

 

Marx also draws attention to the division of labour, which he states must be seen in terms 

of the global system of capitalism.  In addition, the State and world markets who conform 

to the forms of relations under the present method of division if labour.  These players 

must be prepared to change with the changes in the division of labour.  This he states can 

be seen in the comparative examples of the fourteenth and fifteenth century when there 

were no colonies or Eastern Europe for which America did not yet exist and Asia was 

seen through Constantinople.  Then in the seventeenth century when colonies were 

already developed in which international relations and internal organizations of nations 

were of a particular expression of the division of labour. 

 

Machinery also came into the forum as the second revolutionary act in the division of 

labour.  Each division of labour has a specific instrument of production.  In the middle of 
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the 17th to the 18th century, people did not make anything by hand there were complicated 

instruments —looms, ships, levers etc.  By 1825 the first crisis took place, when demands  

outstripped consumption.  As a result, the development of production was necessary to 

keep up with the needs of world markets.  The English industrialized phenomena, states 

Marx, set workers against employers, which he said, was only true of England.  Europe 

followed suite in order to obtain competitiveness in the markets of competition.  America 

also joined in with this industrialization process though due to the shortage of labour. 

 

Marx makes a distinction between machinery and economics.  For him the way 

machinery is utilized must be considered as separate.  Using the example that powder is 

powder, whether it is used to wound a man or dress a wound. 

 

In the use of productive facilities, it is stated that, as mans productive facilities develop so 

the relations change with the growth and changes in productive facilities.  Economic 

categories are only an abstract expression of these relations and only remain whilst the 

relationship remain.  Bourgeoisie economist regard these categories as eternal and not as 

historical laws only existing as a result of a particular historical development and so the 

definite development of the productive forces. 

 

Marx uses an example of mans production, of say, cloth or linen and states they are also 

producing social relations.  Because of these material productivities, they produce ideal 

expressions of these social relations.  Thus, the categories are no more eternal than the 

relations they express, which are again, historic and transitory products.  The dispute with 

Proudhon on this point is that he defends categories and abstractions of which he believes 

history to derive from –which is opposite to the statement above.  The modern Proudhon 

doctrinaire of historical discovery is based on finding the equilibrium and synthesis of 

these bourgeois thoughts of categories and abstractions.  Proudhon has set aside the 

importance of productive forces acquired by men in their social relations, which are the 

relations of two forms, of which historical movement arise from in the conflicts between 

productive forces already acquired by man and their social relations. 
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The conflict of these forces express themselves in terrible wars, which are long repaired 

for between different classes within nations and against nations.  This is the nature of this 

practical and violent action of the masses, by which these conflicts alone can be solved.  

Proudhon again sees these categories as the motivating force and states by the simple 

changing of these categories and not practical life that the conflicts can be changed within 

the existing society.  As in the example of the doctrinaire who wants to have the King, 

the chamber of deputies and the chamber of peers as an integral part of social life, as 

eternal categories.  Because Proudhon places eternal ideas, the categories of reason on the 

one side —and the human being and their practical application of these categories on the 

other.  The result is his view is dualism, were life and idea soul and body merge. 

 

To summarize these views of Marx.  His works on the evolutionary process of man’s 

historical experiences and construction are for some, the presumption that a natural 

undirected act of forces and motion, unrelated or abstract, are the process of history 

making —without a definitive derivation or pivotal beginning.  Marx would strongly 

contest this view.  For Marx the major value of economics is its influence upon the 

actions and movement of man and as a result, its roll in the creation of history.  The 

elements that make up the world we see and encounter, for Marx, are always immersed in 

their connection to associated or more direct affiliation to the forces of economics.  By 

conception for economic purposes or as a result, to consolidate of either an economic 

characteristic, relevant for that time and place, giving it, its historical position in time.  

The picture is clearly not straightforward and full of complexions but it is quite 

reasonable to draw many of the factors out for viewing.  The debate begins in the value 

you set upon each element under consideration and its role as part of an overall force.  If 

you are a believer of Marx’s theories, you have an answer to many activities of man 

under the present system.  If you are not, then you have another theory on which to 

contest your views in the pursuit investigation into the connective causes of historical 

records. 
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